Abstract. In this paper, a study of random times on filtered probability spaces is undertaken. The main message is that, as long as distributional properties of optional processes up to the random time are involved, there is no loss of generality in assuming that the random time is actually a randomized stopping time. This perspective has advantages in both the theoretical and practical study of optional processes up to random times. Applications are given to the stochastic behavior of processes up to times of overall maximum and last-passage times in the context of downwards drifting Lévy processes with no positive jumps, as well as downwards transient diffusions.
Introduction
Discussion. Consider a filtered measurable space (Ω, F), where F = (F t ) t∈R + is a right-continuous filtration, as well as an underlying sigma-algebra F over Ω such that F ⊇ F ∞ := t∈R + F t , where the last set-inclusion may be strict. A random time is a [0, ∞]-valued, F-measurable random variable. The interplay between random times and the filtration F goes a long way back, with the pioneering work of [1] , [5] , [33] -see also the volume [18] . Interest in random times has been significant, especially in connection with applications in financial mathematics, such as reducedform credit risk modeling -see, for example, [9] , [21] and [17] .
A common approach to constructing random times is via the use of randomized stopping times (also called Cox's method -see [22] ). Let Q be a probability on (Ω, F), and suppose that there exists an F-measurable random variable U that is stochastically independent of F ∞ and has the standard uniform law under Q. For a given F-adapted, right-continuous and nondecreasing process
• The independence of U and F ∞ under Q implies that Q[ψ > t | F t ] = 1 − K t , for all t ∈ R + . Therefore, 1 − K represents the conditional survival process associated to ψ under any probability Q which makes U and F ∞ independent. The latter fact is useful in modeling -for example, since Q[ψ ≤ t] = E Q [K t ] holds for t ∈ R + , Q can be chosen in order to control the unconditional distribution of ψ, while keeping the conditional survival probabilities fixed.
• Although ψ is not a stopping time on (Ω, F), it is in some sense very close to being one. Indeed, ψ is a stopping time of an initially enlarged filtration, defined as the rightcontinuous augmentation of (F t ∨ σ(U )) t∈R + . Importantly, due to the independence of U and F ∞ under Q, each martingale on (Ω, F, Q) is also a martingale on the space with the enlarged filtration -in other words, the immersion property ( [32] , [11] , also called hypothesis (H) in [5] ) holds. This opens the door to major theoretical analysis of such random times using tools of martingale theory.
• From a more practical viewpoint, it is straightforward to simulate processes up to time ψ under Q. One first simulates a uniform random variable U ; then, in an independent fashion, one continues with simulating the process K until the point in time that it exceeds U , along with other processes of interest.
In view of the usefulness of randomized stopping times, it is natural to explore their generality.
Of course, it is not possible that an arbitrary random time is a randomized stopping time, since for the latter there is a need for the extra "randomization" coming from the uniform random variable.
There is a further, more fundamental reason that an arbitrary random time cannot be realized as a randomized stopping time. Typically, for a random time ρ on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F, P), the nonnegative process R + ∋ t → P[ρ > t | F t ] fails to be nonincreasing, which would have to be the case if ρ was a randomized stopping time on (Ω, F, P). Nevertheless, the main message of the paper is the following:
With a given a pair (ρ, P) of a random time ρ and a probability P on (Ω, F, F), one can essentially associate a pair (ψ, Q), where Q is a probability on (Ω, F) and ψ is a randomized stopping time on (Ω, F, F, Q), such that for any F-optional process Y , the law of (Y ρ∧t ) t∈R + under P is identical to the law of (Y ψ∧t ) t∈R + under Q.
Therefore, as long as distributional properties of optional processes on (Ω, F) under P up to the random time ρ are concerned, there is absolutely no loss of information in passing from (ρ, P) to the more workable pair (ψ, Q).
There is a reason for the qualifying "essentially" in the claim that the above association can be carried out. To begin with, F should be large enough to support a random variable U that will be independent of F ∞ under Q. This is hardly a concern; if the original filtered space (Ω, F, F) is not rich enough, one can always enlarge it in a minimal way, without affecting the structure of F, in order to make the previous happen. However, there is another, more technical obstacle. As will be argued in Section 1 of the text, what is guaranteed is the existence of a nonnegative local martingale L on (Ω, F, P) with L 0 = 1 that is a candidate for a local (through a specific localizing sequence of stopping times) density process of Q with respect to P. Then, an argument ensuring that a consistent family of probabilities constructed in ever-increasing sigma-algebras has a countably additive extension to the limiting sigma-algebra is needed. Such an issue has appeared in different contexts in stochastic analysis -see [13] , [23] , [6] . Under appropriate topological assumptions on the underlying filtrations -for example, working on canonical path-spaces as discussed in [25] one can successfully construct a probability Q out of L.
The aforementioned purely technical issue notwithstanding, the usefulness of the above philosophy is evident. In fact, as will be made clear in the text, even if the probability Q cannot be constructed, the representation pair consisting of the process K in the definition of ψ and the local martingale L on (Ω, F, P) encodes significant information regarding the structure of random times.
In order to carry out the above-described program in practice, given a random time ρ on (Ω, F, F, P) one needs to identify the pair (K, L) associated with ρ. There are indeed formulas in the paper that provide (K, L) in terms of the process R + ∋ t → P[ρ > t | F t ] of conditional survival probabilities of ρ, as well as the optional compensator on (Ω, F, P) of the nondecreasing process R + ∋ t → I {ρ≤t} . Although closed-form expressions for the previous quantities are not always available, they do exist for important cases of random times -this is, for example, the case when times of maximum and last-passage times for a wide class of models are considered. In order to illustrate the applicability of the theoretical results, extensive discussion is provided in the paper for times of maximum and last-passage times regarding the cases of infinite time-horizon downwards drifting Lévy processes with no positive jumps, infinite time-horizon downwards transient diffusions, as well as finite time-horizon Brownian motion with drift.
Structure of the paper. This introductory part ends with general remarks that will be used throughout the text. In Section 1, the canonical pair of processes associated with a random time is introduced, and certain of its properties are explored in both Section 1 and Section 2. Section 3 deals with a rigorous statement of the main message of the paper, regarding the law of optional processes up to random times. Section 4 contains some first examples. The remaining three sections contain applications for the cases of time of maximum and last-passage (or last-exit) times. Section 5 deals with downwards transient Lévy processes with no positive jumps, and Section 6 discusses one-dimensional downwards transient diffusions. While the infinite time-horizon case is treated in both Section 5 and Section 6, Section 7 contains results for Brownian motion with drift over finite time-intervals.
General probabilistic remarks. The underlying filtration F = (F t ) t∈R + is assumed to be rightcontinuous, but it will not be assumed that each F t , t ∈ R + , is completed with P-null sets of F.
Although this relaxation calls for some technicalities, it is essential in the development; indeed, the need for defining a probability on (Ω, F) that is not absolutely continuous with respect to P (not even locally, on each F t , t ∈ R + ) will arise. An extensive part of the general theory of stochastic processes can be developed without the completeness assumption on filtrations, as long as properties that hold "everywhere" are asked to hold in an "almost everywhere" sense. (Of course, there are exceptions to the previous rule; for example, the so-called debut theorem fails if the filtration is not completed -see the discussion in [28, II.75] .) The interested reader can refer to [16, Chapter I and Chapter II] for results in this slightly non-conventional framework that shall be used throughout the paper. Versions of the section theorem from [14, IV §1] , where again the filtration is not assumed to be completed, will also be useful.
For a càdlàg process X, define the process X − = (X t− ) t∈R + , where X t− is the left-limit of X at t ∈ (0, ∞); by convention, X 0− = 0. Also, ∆X := X − X − . Every predictable process H is supposed to satisfy H 0 = 0. For any [0, ∞]-valued, F-measurable random variable ρ and any process X, X ρ = X ρ∧· is defined as usual to be the process X stopped at ρ. For any càdlàg process X, we set X ↑ := sup t∈[0,·] X t , as well as
Whenever H and X are processes such that X is a semimartingale to be used as an integrator and H can be used as integrand with respect to X, we use [0,·] H t dX t to denote the integral process. For a detailed account of stochastic integration, see [16] .
If not stated otherwise, a property of a stochastic process (such as nonnegativity, path rightcontinuity, etc.) is assumed to hold everywhere; we make explicit note if these properties hold almost surely with respect to some probability on (Ω, F). When processes that are (local) martingales, supermartingales, etc., are considered, it is tacitly assumed that their paths are almost surely càdlàg with respect to the probability under consideration; for example local martingales on (Ω, F, P) have P-a.s. càdlàg paths.
In this paper, we always work under the following:
Standing Assumption 0.1. All random times ρ are assumed to satisfy P[ρ < ∞] = 1.
The reason for above assumption is purely conventional; under its force, t = ∞ does not appear explicitly in the time-indices involved, something that would be unusual and create unnecessary confusion. We stress, however, that Assumption 0.1 in practice does not entail any loss of generality whatsoever. Indeed, a simple deterministic time-change of [0, ∞] to [0, 1] on the time-indices of filtrations, processes, etc., makes any [0, ∞]-valued random time actually bounded; then, all the results of the paper apply.
A Canonical Pair Associated with a Random Time
We keep all notation and remarks that appeared in the introductory section. In particular, Assumption 0.1 will always be tacitly in force.
1.1. Construction of the canonical pair. The following result is the point of our departure. Theorem 1.1. Let ρ be a random time on (Ω, F, F, P). Then, there exists a pair of processes (K, L) with the following properties:
(2) L is a nonnegative process with L 0 = 1 that is a local martingale on (Ω, F, P).
(3) For any nonnegative optional processes V on (Ω, F), it holds that
Furthermore, a pair (L, K) that satisfies the above requirements is essentially unique, in the
is another pair that satisfies the above requirements, then K is P-
For a random time ρ on (Ω, F, F, P), the pair (K, L) that satisfies requirements (1), (2) , (3) and (4) of Theorem 1.1 will be called the canonical pair associated with ρ. 
holds for all nonnegative and optional V on (Ω, F). By the essential uniqueness under P of the canonical pair associated with ρ, we obtain
Given a random time ρ on (Ω, F, F, P), it will now be explained how the associated canonical pair (K, L) is constructed. We follow the proof of [20, Theorem 2.1], which contains Theorem 1.1 as a special case. Only details which will be essential in the present development are provided. We also introduce some further notation to be used throughout.
Let Z be the nonnegative càdlàg supermartingale on (Ω, F, P) that satisfies Z t = P[ρ > t | F t ] for all t ∈ R + . (The fact that such a P-a.s. càdlàg version Z exists follows from the right-continuity of the filtration F and the right-continuity of the function R + ∋ t → P[ρ > t] ∈ [0, 1] by an application of [14, Theorem II.2.44] .) In view of Assumption 0.1, Z ∞ := lim t→∞ Z t is P-a.s. equal to zero.
Note that Z is the conditional survival process associated to a random time by Azéma -see [18] and the references therein. Also, let A be the dual optional projection of I [ [ρ,∞[ [ on (Ω, F, P); in other words, A is the unique (up to P-evanescence) F-adapted, càdlàg, nonnegative and nondecreasing process such that E P [V ρ ] = E P R + V t dA t holds for all nonnegative optional process V on (Ω, F).
Then, N := Z +A is a nonnegative martingale on (Ω, F, P) with N t = E P [A ∞ | F t ], for all t ∈ R + . Remark 1.4. Since we do not assume that the F 0 contains all P-null sets of F, the properties of A being càdlàg, nondecreasing and nonnegative only are valid for P-a.s. every path. However, one can alter A to have them holding identically. Indeed, with D denoting a countable and dense subset of R + , define
It is easily seen that this new process A ′ is F-adapted (the right-continuity of F is essential here), càdlàg, nondecreasing and nonnegative, and that A = A ′ up to P-evanescence. It is possible that
A can explode to +∞ in finite time, but this happens on a set of zero (outer) P-measure and will not affect the results that follow in any way. Therefore, we might, and shall, assume in the sequel that A is càdlàg, nondecreasing and nonnegative everywhere. 
where by convention the product of an empty set of numbers is equal to one. It is clear that K 
represents the expected total remaining "life" of ρ on [t, ∞], conditioned on F t ; then, formally, dA t /(Z t + ∆A t ) is the "fraction of remaining life of ρ spent at t." The equivalent "fraction of remaining life spent at t" for K would be dK t /(1 − K t− ).
(The previous quantity is based on the understanding that P [K ∞ = 1] = 1, although this is not always the case as will be shown later in Remark 4.5.) To get a feeling of how L should be defined, observe that (Z + ∆A)∆K = (
Therefore, from (1.2) we obtain that dK t /(1 − K t ) = dA t /Z t holds for t ∈ [0, ζ 0 ), which implies that Z t dK t = (1 − K t )dA t holds for t ∈ R + . Since dA t = L t dK t has to hold for t ∈ R + in view of property (3) in Theorem 1.1, we obtain L(1 − K) = Z. Using the previous equality and Itô's formula we obtain the dynamics
where recall that N = Z + A. Equation (1.3) can actually be used as the definition of L, which becomes equal to the stochastic logarithm of the local martingale
(One has to be quite careful here: the latter process might not be defined at time ζ 0 and onwards due to explosion, 
with the usual convention η u = ∞ if the last set is empty. The nondecreasing family (η u ) u∈[0,1) of stopping times on (Ω, F) will play a major role in the development. We start with a "localization" result.
follows that
which implies that P L * ηu− ≤ 1/(1 − u) = 1. It remains to check what happens at η u . In case
We shall use that ∆A ≤ 1 up to P-evanescence. (Indeed, the equality 
which completes the proof.
In view of Lemma 1.7, for any u ∈ [0, 1) one can construct a probability measure Q u on (Ω, F)
via the recipe dQ u = L ηu dP. The collection (Q u ) u∈[0,1) has the following consistency property: 
. This is indeed the case in many examples, as will be discussed later. The consequences of such existence are analyzed in Section 3. For the time being, we mention an auxiliary result.
Coupled with the fact that {η u = ∞} ⊆ {K ∞ < 1}, we obtain
1.3. Time changes. For a nonnegative (Ω, F)-optional process V , the change-of-variables formula 
Proof. As discussed above, for any V that is nonnegative and (Ω, F)-optional, we have
Therefore, the first equality in ( 
Proof. Pick any nondecreasing function f : [0, 1) → R. For establishing the inequalities (1.5), it is clearly sufficient to deal with the case where f (u) ∈ R + for u ∈ [0, 1). Since K ηu− ≤ u and f is nondecreasing, (1.4) gives
The other inequality in (1.5) is proved similarly, using the fact that
as follows from Lemma 1.8.
Further Properties of the Canonical Representation Pair
2.1. Random times that avoid all stopping times. A random time ρ on (Ω, F, F, P) is said to avoid all stopping times on (Ω, F, P) if P[ρ = τ ] = 0 holds whenever τ is a stopping time on
(Ω, F). The next result states equivalent conditions to ρ avoiding all stopping times.
Proposition 2.1. Let ρ be any random time on (Ω, F, F, P) with associated canonical pair (K, L).
Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) ρ avoids all stopping times on (Ω, F, P).
(2) ∆K is P-evanescent.
(4) K ρ has the standard uniform distribution under P.
Proof. In the course of the proof, we shall be using A, Z, and N for the processes that were introduced in Subsection 1.1, associated to the random time ρ on (Ω, F, F, P).
holds for all stopping times τ on (Ω, F). Then, in view of (1.2), P[∆K τ = 0] = 1 holds for all stopping times τ on (Ω, F) as well. An application of [14, Theorem 4.10] shows that ∆K is Pevanescent. Implication (2) ⇒ (3) is trivial. Now, assume (3); from the inequalities (1.5) we get
which implies that
K ρ has a standard uniform distribution under P. In the next three paragraphs, we shall show
We show (4) ⇒ (3). By (1.4), we have
For a ∈ [0, 1), on the event {K ηa ≥ a} it holds that
With the help of Lemma 1.8, we obtain
the fact that K ρ has the standard uniform distribution under P, we obtain E[K ρ− ] = 1/2. As K is nondecreasing and E P [∆K ρ ] = 0, we obtain P[∆K ρ = 0] = 1, i.e., statement (3).
For (3) ⇒ (2), start with the following observation: for any stopping time τ , on {τ < ∞} it holds that
P holds on {τ < ∞} for all stopping times τ . Continuing, note that
Consider a sequence (τ n ) n∈N of stopping times with disjoint graphs that exhausts the jumps of
This means that n∈N L τn (∆K τn ) 2 = 0, P-a.s.; since {∆K τn > 0} ⊆ {L τn > 0} modulo P holds on {τ n < ∞} for all n ∈ N, we obtain P [∆K τn = 0] = 1 for all n ∈ N. The last implies that P[∆K τ = 0] = 1 for all stopping times τ . In view of [14, Theorem 4.10] , this is exactly statement (2).
Finally, we establish (2) ⇒ (1). Since
modulo P holds for all stopping times τ , we have
Therefore, ρ avoids all stopping times under P.
2.2.
An optimality property of L amongst all nonnegative local P-martingales. Let S be the set of all nonnegative supermartingales S on (Ω, F, P) with P[S 0 = 1] = 1. The set S contains in particular all nonnegative local martingales M on (Ω, F, P) with P[M 0 = 1] = 1. For a random time ρ with associated canonical pair (K, L), it is reasonable to expect that the local martingale L has some optimality property within the class S when sampled at ρ. Indeed, the next result shows that, in the jargon of [20] , L ρ is the numéraire under P in the convex set {S ρ | S ∈ S}. Proposition 2.2. Let ρ be a random time on (Ω, F, F, P) with associated canonical pair (K, L).
Assume now that ρ avoids all stopping times on (Ω, F, P). By a straightforward extension of
the last equality following from Proposition 2.1. Since the function f : [0, 1) → R + is arbitrary, we
3. Random Times and Randomized Stopping Times 3.1. The one probability Q. Recall the consistent family of probabilities (Q u ) u∈[0,1) from Subsection 1.2. For the purposes of Section 3, we shall be working under the following assumption. Assumption 3.1. There exists a probability measure Q ≡ Q 1 on (Ω, F), as well as a random variable U : Ω → [0, 1), such that:
(2) Under both P and Q, U is independent of F ∞ and has the standard uniform law.
Remark 3.2. Given that there exists a probability measure Q ≡ Q 1 on (Ω, F) such that Q| Fη u = Q u | Fη u holds for all u ∈ [0, 1), asking that there also exists a random variable U : Ω → [0, 1) such that U is independent of F ∞ and has the standard uniform law under both P and Q entails no loss of generality whatsoever. Indeed, if such random variable does not exist, the underlying probability space can always be enlarged in order to support one. More precisely, define Ω : 1) ) is the Borel sigma-algebra on [0, 1). It is immediate that (F t ) t∈R + and (F t ) t∈R + are in oneto-one correspondence. (However, F and F are not isomorphic.) On (Ω, F), define P := P ⊗ Leb, Q := Q ⊗ Leb, as well as Q u := Q u ⊗ Leb for u ∈ [0, 1), where "Leb" denotes Lebesgue measure on B([0, 1)). Any process X on the original stochastic basis is identified on the new stochastic basis with the process X defined via X(ω, u) = X(ω) for all (ω, u) ∈ Ω -this way, properties like adaptedness and optionality of processes are in one-to-one correspondence. The random variable U : Ω → [0, 1) defined via U (ω, u) = u for all (ω, u) ∈ Ω has the standard uniform distribution, and is independent of F ∞ , the previous holding under both P and Q. Note that the pair associated with ρ on (Ω, F, F, P) is (K, L) in the previously-introduced notation, which is identified with
Remark 3.3. Even though item (2) of Assumption 3.1 is not really an assumption in view of Remark 3.2 above, item (1) is, as Example 6.4 will reveal. In fact, Example 6.4 will make an additional point: even if Q exists, it is in general possible that neither of the conditions Q ≪ Ft P nor P ≪ Ft Q holds, for any choice of t ∈ (0, ∞). This clarifies the absolute need to refrain from completing F = (F t ) t∈R + with P-null sets, even if the null sets come from t∈R + F t and not from the much larger class t∈R + F t .
3.2.
The stochastic behavior of optional processes up to random times. We now turn to the topic discussed in the introductory section: as long as distributional properties of optional processes on (Ω, F) up to a random time are concerned, one can pass from the original random time ρ and probability P to a randomized stopping time ψ on (Ω, F, Q), where Q is the probability of Assumption 3.1. Under the validity of Assumption 3.1, let Q the probability that appears there. Define
Then, ψ is a randomized stopping time on (Ω, F, F, Q) with associated canonical pair (K, 1).
Furthermore, for any optional process
Proof. Observe that {ψ > t} = {U > K t } holds for t ∈ R + . Therefore,
It follows that the pair associated with ψ on (Ω, F, Q) is (K, 1).
Pick any nonnegative optional process V on (Ω, F). Then,
Continuing, fix an optional process Y on (Ω, F) and times {t 1 , . . . , t n } ⊆ R + . For any nonnegative Borel-measurable function f : R n → R + , the process V = f (Y t 1 , . . . , Y tn ) is optional on (Ω, F).
As the collection {t 1 , . . . , t n } ⊆ R + and the nonnegative Borel-measurable function f are arbitrary, the finite-dimensional distributions of Y ρ under P coincide with the finite-dimensional distributions of Y ψ under Q.
First Examples
4.1. Finite-horizon discrete-time models. Models where the time-set is discrete can be naturally embedded in a continuous-time framework. Only for the purposes of Subsection 4.1, we consider a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F, P) with F = (F t ) t∈T , where T = {0, . . . , T } for T ∈ N. We assume that F = F T ∨ σ(U ), where U is a random variable with uniform distribution under P, independent of F T . A random time ρ in this setting is a T-valued random variable.
It is straightforward to check that
Recall from Subsection 1.1 the stopping time ζ 0 := min {t ∈ T | Z t = 0}. The discrete-time versions of (1.2) and (1.3) on {t ≤ ζ 0 } read
and
.
In finite-horizon discrete-time settings like the one considered here, nonnegative local martingales are actually martingales -see [15] ; therefore, one may define a probability Q on (Ω, F) that has density L T with respect to P; then, Q| Fη u = Q u | Fη u holds for all u ∈ [0, 1). The probability Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P. (Observe also that Assumption 3.1 is always valid in this setting. Indeed, L T is F T -measurable and, therefore, independent of U under P, which implies that U is independent of F T under Q.) The next result shows that the stochastic behavior of ρ under P and Q might be radically different.
, which implies that • ρ avoids all stopping times on (Ω, F, P).
• P[ρ = ρ max ] = 1.
Proof. The key to proving that ρ avoids all stopping times on (Ω, F, P) and that the pair associated with ρ is (1 − 1/M * , M ) is to note that Z = M/M * and A = log(M * ), which can be done by direct calculation (see [24] , as well as [20, Theorem 2.14]); then, one can use Remark 1.6 to conclude.
Note that ρ max is a special instance of a random time that achieves the maximum of M ; in fact, Since S is convex, the condition E P [S ρ | M ρ ] ≤ M ρ for all S ∈ S is actually equivalent to the fact that M ρ stochastically dominates all random variables in {S ρ | S ∈ S} in second order,
holds for all nondecreasing concave functions U : R + → R.
In fact, a stronger statement is true. Since S is a nonnegative supermartingale on (Ω, F, P) with
holds for all x ∈ (0, ∞). On the other hand, since M is a nonnegative local martingale (Ω, F, P)
with M 0 = 1, M * having continuous paths and lim t→∞ M t = 0, all holding P-a.s., it follows that
holds for all x ∈ (0, ∞), which implies that M ρ stochastically dominates all random variables in {S ρ | S ∈ S} even in first order.
4.3.
Last-exit times of nonnegative local martingales with continuous maximum, vanishing at infinity. As in Subsection 4.2, let M be a nonnegative local martingale on (Ω, F, P) with M 0 = 1, M * = M ↑ having continuous paths and lim t→∞ M t = 0, all holding P-a.s. We fix y ∈ R + and define ρ := sup {t ∈ R + | M t > y}, setting ρ = 0 when the last set is empty. In words, ρ is the last exit time of M from the open set (y, ∞). In this case, it is straightforward that
(The set-inclusion {M > y} ⊆ {Z = 1} certainly holds modulo P; the fact that Z = M/y holds on {M ≤ y} follows from Doob's maximal equality because M * has P-a.s. continuous paths -see for example [24] ).
Recall from Subsection 1.1 that Z = N − A holds for an appropriate local martingale N on (Ω, F, P). In order to compute N and A in the decomposition of Z, information on the jumps of A is required. Since A is the dual optional projection of 
where B is a non-decreasing process, and we force B 
Furthermore, since {M − ≤ y} ⊆ {yZ − = M − }, the dynamics dN t = I {M t− ≤y} /y dM t for t ∈ R + and (1.3) give
Remark 4.7. If Assumption 3.1 is valid, the dynamics in (4.3) suggest that the stochastic behavior of processes under Q is like the one under P when M − > y; furthermore, when M − ≤ y, the stochastic behavior of processes under Q is like the one under the corresponding probability Q when the random time is the time of maximum of M , studied in Subsection 4.2. These heuristic observations will become more rigorous in the setting of last-exit times for one-dimensional downwards transient diffusions described in Section 6.
Remark 4.8. Suppose that M actually has P-a.s continuous paths and that y ∈ (0, 1]. In this case,
, so that ∆K = 0 up to a P-evanescent set. By Proposition 2.1,
has the exponential distribution with rate parameter 2y under P. Also, note that in this case that the last exit time ρ is actually the time of maximum of L, which becomes apparent once one writes
and use the facts that P[M ρ = y] = 1 and P Λ M ρ (y) = Λ M ∞ (y) = 1.
Time of Maximum and Last-Exit Times of Downwards Drifting One-Dimensional
Lévy Processes with No Positive Jumps 5.1. Set-up. For the purposes of Section 5, Ω will be the canonical space of all càdlàg functions from R + to R. Let X denote the coordinate process and F be the right-continuous augmentation of the natural filtration of X. For the time being, the sigma-algebra F will be taken to be equal to F ∞ . On (Ω, F), let P be a probability under which X is a Lévy process with X 0 = 0 and no positive jumps. For information about Lévy processes, the interested reader can check [2] , a book which we shall be referring to in the discussion that follows. An alternative reference is [30] .
The law of X can be fully characterized by its Laplace exponent function θ : R + → R, defined implicitly via exp(tθ(z)) = E P [exp (zX t )] for z ∈ R + and t ∈ R + . The Lévy-Khintchin representation implies that
where α ∈ R, σ 2 ∈ R + and ν is a measure on (−∞, 0) such that
is the Lévy triplet of X under P.
Assumptions 5.1. The following will be enforced throughout Section 5:
(1) At least one of σ 2 or ν is non-zero. ∆X t , which is clearly a non-increasing process; therefore, the negative of a subordinator. Finally, condition (3) is equivalent to asking that P [lim t→∞ X t = −∞] = 1, i.e., that X is downwards drifting.
To see this, note that the function θ has a derivative θ ′ on (0, ∞), and it is straightforward to see that θ ′ (0+) := lim z↓0 θ ′ (z) = α + Since times of maximum and last exit times for X will be considered later on, the above remarks imply that Assumptions 5.1 are essential for having a non-trivial discussion.
The Laplace exponent function θ is continuous and convex, and such that θ(0) = 0. Furthermore, lim z→∞ θ(x)/z 2 = σ 2 /2, while if σ 2 = 0 one computes lim z→∞ (θ(x)/z) = α − By Proposition 2.1, K ρ = K ∞ has the standard uniform distribution under P, which implies that sup t∈R + X t has the exponential distribution with rate q under P. Furthermore, since E P [L t ] = 1 for all t ∈ R + and (Ω, F, F) is the canonical space, the extension theorem of Daniell-Kolmogorov [19, §2.2A] implies that there exists a probability Q on (Ω, F, F) such that L t is the density of Q with respect to P on F t each t ∈ R + . Standard arguments show that X is still a Lévy process with no positive jumps under Q and that its Laplace exponent θ q : R + → R under Q, defined implicitly via exp(tθ q (z)) = E Q [exp (zX t )] for z ∈ R + , is such that θ q (z) = θ(z + q) for z ∈ R + . It is then immediate to see that the Lévy triplet (α q , σ 2 q , ν q ) of X under Q is given by 
where it was used that α = −σ 2 q/2
, following from θ(q) = 0. As q > 0 and 1 − exp(y) + y exp(y) > 0 holds for y < 0, under Assumptions 5.1 it is evident that 0 < θ ′ (q) < ∞.)
One can carry out the enlargement of the probability space as discussed in Remark 3.2 and assume that there exists a random variable U with the uniform law, independent of the process (X t ) t∈R + under both P and Q. Then, it comes as a consequence of Theorem 3.4 that a path of X ρ under P can be stochastically realized as follows:
(1) With U being a standard uniform random variable, set X ↑ ∞ = X ρ = (1/q) log(U ). (2) Given x = X ρ , generate X τx under Q, where τ x := inf {t ∈ R + | X t = x}.
The above construction can be useful in the simulation of X until its maximum, but can also provide the joint Laplace transform of the law of (ρ, X ρ ) under P, as well as formulas for the joint density of the law of (ρ, X ρ ). Before stating the result, note that θ q is a strictly increasing and bijective mapping on R + ; therefore, the mapping θ −1 q : R + → R + is well defined and strictly increasing.
Proposition 5.2. The joint Laplace transform of the law of (ρ, X ρ ) under P is given by
Furthermore, the joint density of (ρ, X ρ ) under P is given by
In particular, the density of ρ under P satisfies
Proof. Fix (a, b) ∈ R + × R + . In view of the previous construction for the path X ρ , it holds that
Since X has no positive jumps under Q and Q [lim t→∞ X t = ∞] = 1, a straightforward martingale
Then, (5.1) follows upon simple integration. Using the same reasoning as above, upon conditioning on X ρ = x one can obtain the formula
(In fact, the formal equalities below can be justified because E P [L t ] = E P [exp(qX t )] = 1 holds for all t ∈ R + . One should also check the proof of Proposition 6.5 where the analogue of the above formula in the case of one-dimensional diffusions is proved; there, the process L may be a strict local martingale.) Combining the calculations above, it follows that
By [2, VII.1, Corollary 3] it holds that tP[τ x ∈ dt]dx = xP[X t ∈ dx]dt, which gives the second equality in (5.2) . Finally, the density of ρ under P follows upon integrating the first and third terms of (5.2) over x ∈ (0, ∞).
Example 5.3. Under P, assume that X is a Brownian motion with strictly negative drift −µ (where µ > 0) and unit diffusion coefficient. To connect with the previous notation, note that α = −µ, σ 2 = 1 and ν = 0. Hence, θ(z) = −µz + z 2 /2 for z ∈ R + , which immediately gives q = 2µ. In this case, K = 1 − exp(−2µX ↑ ), and sup t∈R + X t has the exponential distribution with rate 2µ under P -of course, this fact is well known.
Continuing, note that α q = µ, σ 2 q = 1 and ν q = 0. It follows that X under Q is a Brownian motion with positive drift µ and unit diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, θ q (z) = µz + z 2 /2 for z ∈ R + ; therefore, θ −1 q (a) = µ 2 + 2a − µ holds for a ∈ R + , which implies by (5.1) that
of the fact that X is a Brownian motion with drift −µ and unit diffusion coefficient. Using (5.2), the joint density of (ρ, X ρ ) under P is given by:
Either upon integration of the last equality or by recalling that P[ρ ∈ dt] = (q/t)E P X t I {Xt>0} dt, for t ∈ (0, ∞), one calculates the law of ρ under P as given by
Remark 5.4. When passing from P to Q, the Lévy measure changes by being weighted with an exponential function. Due to this very specific nature of measure change, in certain occasions the Lévy process remains within the same class. For example, this is the case when the pure jump part is a tempered one-sided stable processes; then, it holds that ν[dx] = cI (−∞,0) (x) exp(λx)/|x| p+1 dx, where λ ∈ R + and 0 < p < 2. The simulation of such processes is analyzed in [26] . Of interest also is the case where the pure jump part is the negative of a Gamma process, which happens when ν[dx] = cI (−∞,0) (x) (exp(λx)/|x|) dx for some c > 0 and λ > 0. In this case, it holds that
and the determination of q ∈ (0, ∞) such that θ(q) = 0 is easily accomplished numerically.
Last exit times.
We start with a discussion of the Markovian local time of X and its relationship with the semimartingale local time of M . If M c denotes the continuous local mar-
By the occupation-times formula [27, Corollary 1 of Theorem IV.70], for any Borel-measurable function g : R + → R + it holds that
In the present Lévy setting, two cases will be considered. When σ 2 = 0, i.e., when there is no Gaussian component, Λ M t (y) = 0 holds for all t ∈ R + and y ∈ R + . On the other hand, if σ 2 > 0, every point x ∈ R is regular for itself (see [2, Corollary II.20(i) and Exercise II.5]) and non-polar (the latter holding because X has no positive jumps and is not equal to the negative of a subordinator). In fact, Λ X is the local time random field of the process X in the Markovian sense; then, if Λ X denotes the semimartingale local time random field of X, the occupation-times formula immediately gives Λ X = σ 2 Λ X . Furthermore, since M = exp(qX), straightforward computations using a combination of the two occupation-times formulas for Λ X and Λ M imply that we can choose Λ M in a way so that Λ M (y) = qyΛ X ((1/q) log(y)) holds for all y ∈ (0, ∞). In other words, for x ∈ R and y = exp(qx), it holds that (1/y)Λ M (y) = qΛ X (x) = qσ 2 Λ X (x).
In the sequel, fix x ∈ R and define ρ := sup {t ∈ R + | X t > x}, where we set ρ = 0 when the last set is empty. Recalling that M = exp(qX), it holds that ρ :
where y = exp(qx). Therefore, the general results of Subsection 4.3 (in particular, equation (4.2)) together with the discussion of the previous paragraph give
where the process qσ 2 Λ X (x)/2 is to be understood equal to zero if σ 2 = 0 (even though in this case Λ X (x) may not be well defined). The dynamics for L are given by (4.3). is valid in this case (modulo the enlargement of the probability space in order to accommodate a uniform random variable). It is straightforward to check that, under Q, the process X has dynamics The interval [ℓ, r] is equipped with the usual topology that makes it a compact set. Let X denote the coordinate process and F be the right-continuous augmentation of the natural filtration of X.
Until further notice, the sigma-algebra F is taken to be equal to F ∞ . For more information on the discussion below regarding one-dimensional diffusions, one can check [ , under these assumptions, and for an initial condition x 0 ∈ I, there exists a probability P ≡ P x 0 on F (which coincides with the Borel sigma-algebra on Ω) such that the coordinate process X satisfies P[X 0 = x 0 ] = 1 and has dynamics
where ζ = τ ℓ ∧ τ r with τ ℓ = inf {t ∈ R + | X t = ℓ} and τ r = inf {t ∈ R + | X t = r}, and W P is a standard Brownian motion under P. (Note that W P is in general defined only up to time ζ.) In other words, X is a diffusion up to the "explosion time" ζ.
Any non-constant twice-differentiable function s : I → R which satisfies the differential equation α(x)s ′ (x) + (1/2)σ 2 (x)s ′′ (x) = 0 for x ∈ I is called a scale function. Note that scale functions are unique up to affine transformation. Assumptions 6.2. Throughout Section 6, along with σ 2 being strictly positive and σ −2 (1 + |α|) being locally integrable on I, it shall be assumed that −∞ < s(ℓ+) < s(r−) = ∞ holds for some (and then for any) scale function s.
In view of Assumptions 6.2, one may consider a scale function s with the properties s(l+) = 0 and s(x 0 ) = 1. In other words, s will satisfy
for some c ∈ I. (Note that the definition of s in (6.1) does not depend on the chosen point c ∈ I.)
Define M := s(X), so that M is a continuous-path nonnegative local martingale on (Ω, F, P)
with M 0 = 1. The martingale convergence theorem and Assumptions 6.2 can be seen to imply that P [lim t→∞ M t = 0] = 1 -indeed, there is not possibility for any other limit for M , since σ 2 is strictly positive and 1/σ 2 is locally integrable on (ℓ, r). It follows in a straightforward way that
in words, X is transient and drifts downwards (or explodes in finite time) to ℓ under P. In order to characterize the probability Q that L induces as in Assumption 3.1, note that
where q :
If L was actually the density process of Q with respect to P, Girsanov's theorem would imply that the dynamics of X under Q are
, with α q := α + σ 2 q and W Q being a standard Brownian motion on (Ω, F, Q). Even though L might not be a martingale on (Ω, F, P), we may proceed using knowledge of existence of weak solutions of stochastic differential equations. Indeed, σ 2 is strictly positive on I and σ −2 (1 + |α q |) = σ −2 (1 + |α|) + q is locally integrable on I, the latter holding because σ −2 (1 + |α|) is locally integrable on I in view of Assumption 6.2 and q is locally integrable on I because it is continuous. Again, the treatment of [19, Section 5.5] implies that there exists a probability Q on (Ω, F) such that the coordinate process X satisfies
where W Q is a standard Brownian motion under Q, in general defined until time ζ. It is clear that Q is exactly the probability associated with L satisfying Assumption 3.1, modulo the enlargement of the space discussed in Remark 3.2. We claim that Q lim t→∞ X t = r = 1;
i.e., that X is transient and drifts upwards (or explodes in finite time) to r under Q. Indeed, Q [M t > 0, ∀t ∈ R + ] = 1 holds and 1/M is a local Q-martingale. Now, for all n ∈ N let r n := (1 − 1/n)r + (1/n)x 0 . Obviously, M τr n is uniformly bounded. Therefore, Observe that −1/s is bounded above and unbounded below, which coupled with the facts that σ is strictly positive and 1/σ 2 is locally integrable on (ℓ, r) imply that X is upwards drifting toward r under Q.
Example 6.4. We pause the flow to give an example that will settle a couple of claims that were previously made in Remark 3.3.
Let ℓ = 0, r = ∞, and x 0 = 1. Set α(x) = 0 and σ(x) = 1 ∨ x 2 for x ∈ (0, ∞). In this case, s is the identity function on I, since X is already a local martingale on (Ω, F, P). In fact, this process is a strict local martingale in the terminology of [10] , as follows from results in [7] . Using Feller's test for explosions, it is straightforward to check that P [τ ∞ ≤ t] = 0 and P [τ 0 ≤ t] > 0 holds for all t ∈ (0, ∞). Under Q, the drift process of X satisfies α q (x) = x 3 ∨ (1/x) for x ∈ I. Writing the formal dynamics under Q of 1/X up to τ n ∧ τ 1/n for all n ∈ N, it is straightforward to conclude that the law of the process 1/X ζ under Q is the same as the law of the process X under P. In other words, Q [τ ∞ ≤ t] > 0 and Q [τ 0 ≤ t] = 0 holds for all t ∈ (0, ∞). Coupled with the fact that P [τ ∞ ≤ t] = 0 and P [τ 0 ≤ t] > 0 holds for all t ∈ (0, ∞) that was established above, we conclude that neither Q ≪ Ft P nor P ≪ Ft Q holds, for any t ∈ (0, ∞).
The above example also illustrates that the filtration F should not be completed in any way by P, if Q is to be defined. In fact, let F P = (F P t ) t∈R + be any right-continuous filtration such that: • F ⊆ F P , and
• if B ⊆ n∈N B n , where B n ∈ t∈R + F t and P [B n ] = 0 holds for all n ∈ N, then B ∈ F P 0 . (Note that we are not asking that each F P t , t ∈ R + , contains all P-null sets of F ∞ , but a weaker condition that is tailored to avoid problems with singularities of probabilities at infinity -see [3] for the concept of such natural, as opposed to usual, augmentations.) For any n ∈ N, {τ ∞ ≤ n} ∈ F n and P [τ ∞ ≤ n] = 0. In view of the assumptions on F P , {τ ∞ < ∞} ∈ F P 0 . If Q could be defined,
. This is impossible: if Q could be defined we would have Q[τ ∞ < ∞] = 1, while P[τ ∞ < ∞] = 0 holds. Of course, since the filtration is not enlarged in order to include P-null sets, we can indeed define Q with no problems.
In order to be in par with Assumption 3.1, we carry out the enlargement of the probability space as discussed in Remark 3.2. Then, it comes as a consequence of Theorem 3.4 that a path of X ρ under P can be stochastically realized as follows:
(1) With U being a standard uniform random variable, set X ↑ ∞ = X ρ = s −1 (1/U ). (2) Given x = X ρ , generate X τx under Q, where τ x := inf {t ∈ R + | X t = x}.
From step (1) above, one computes that P[X ↑ ∞ ∈ dx] = (q(x)/s(x)) dx holds for x ∈ (x 0 , r). In fact, combining the two steps in above construction implies the following result:
Proposition 6.5. The joint law of (ρ, X ↑ ∞ ) under P is given by:
Proof. We only have to show that s(
Start by noticing that, since E P [M τx ] = 1, we have Q| Fτ x ≪ P| Fτ x and M τx = s(x)I {τx<∞} is the density of Q with respect to P on F τx . Now,
where the last equality follows from the fact that Q [lim t→∞ X t = r] = 1. Therefore, the equality
holds for all (t, x) ∈ (0, ∞) × (x 0 , r), which concludes the proof.
Example 6.6. Assume that α(x) = (1 − 2a)/2x and σ(x) = 1 for all x ∈ I = (0, ∞), where a ∈ (0, ∞). This corresponds to X being a Bessel process of index −a (i.e., dimension 2 − 2a)
starting from x 0 ∈ I, absorbed at zero. It is straightforward to check that s(x) = (x/x 0 ) 2a for
x ∈ I; then, q(x) = 2a/x and α q (x) = (1 + 2a)/2x for x ∈ I. When ρ is the time of the maximum of X, K = 1 − exp −(X ↑ /x 0 ) 2a and Q is the probability that makes X a Bessel process of index a (i.e., dimension 2 + 2a) starting from x 0 ∈ I. Then, in view of [4, page 398, formula (2.0.
2)], one can use the first equality in (6.2) and show that, for (t, x) ∈ (0, ∞) × (x 0 , ∞),
Above, J a (resp. J a+1 ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order a (resp., a + 1) and (j a,k ) k∈N is the increasing sequence of positive zeros of J a .
6.3. Last exit times. Fix x ∈ (ℓ, x 0 ], and define ρ := sup {t ∈ R + | X ρ > x}. Recall that M = s(X). With y := s(x), it follows that ρ is the last exit time of M from the interval (y, ∞).
According to the discussion in Subsection 4.3, the dynamics of L are formally given by
where recall that q := s ′ /s. Using again knowledge of existence of weak solutions of stochastic differential equations from [19, Section 5.5] , we obtain the existence a probability Q on (Ω, F) such that the coordinate process X formally satisfies
where the process W Q is a standard Brownian motion under Q and α q = α + qσ 2 , as was defined in Subsection 6.2. It is then straightforward to check that Q is the probability associated with the local P-martingale L from Assumption 3.1. When X is above the level x, the dynamics of X coincide with the ones under P; on the other hand, when X is below the level x, the dynamics of X coincide with the ones under the Q-probability of Subsection 6.2 in the case where ρ is a time of maximum of X. Under the present probability Q, X is reverting towards the level x. In fact, X becomes a recurrent, rather than transient, Recalling that y = s(x), it is straightforward to check from defining properties of local times (or the occupation times formula) that Λ M (y) = s ′ (x)Λ X (x); therefore, the general formula
Modulo the enlargement of the probability space described in Remark 3.2, Theorem 3.4 implies that a path of X ρ under P can be stochastically realized as follows:
(1) With U being a standard uniform random variable, set Λ X
under P is exponential with rate parameter q(x)/2. Combining the two steps in above construction, the following result is immediate: Proposition 6.7. The joint law of ρ, Λ X ∞ (x) under P is given by: 
In order to compute Q[τ λ (x) ∈ dt] for t ∈ R + , let W be the probability on (Ω, F) that makes X a standard Brownian motion. A straightforward use of Girsanov's theorem implies that
for t ∈ R + , where the second equality follows from Tanaka's formula. (Note that Λ X is the same under Q and W.) As X τ λ (x) = x and Λ X τ λ (x) (x) = λ hold W-a.s., we obtain
Using also the fact that 
Simple integration gives the law of ρ under P as
Example 6.9. Recall the Bessel-process setting of Example 6.6. When ρ is the last-passage time of
; under Q the process X has dynamics
where W Q is a standard Brownian motion under Q. Fix some µ ∈ R. On (Ω, F), let P be the probability under which X a Brownian motion with drift µ and unit diffusion coefficient on (Ω, F, P). In the rest of Section 7 we shall discuss the canonical pair and the behavior of X under the corresponding Q for the cases of time of maximum and last-passage times of X.
Time of maximum. Define
where by convention one sets ρ = T if the previous set is empty.
In the sequel, we shall make use of the following functions, related to the standard normal law:
Define the function
E P exp(aX ↑ t ) < ∞ holds for all a ∈ R and t ∈ R + . To see this, note first that in view of Girsanov's theorem and Hölder's inequality, we may assume that µ = 0. Then, the claim follows because, for µ = 0, the law of X ↑ t under P is the same as the law of |X t | under P, and all exponential moments of the latter law are finite. By Lemma 7.2 and the extension theorem of Daniell-Kolmogorov [19, Subsection 2.2A], there exists a probability Q on (Ω, F) such that L t is the density of Q with respect to P on F t for all t ∈ [0, T ). (It is exactly here that the point of Remark 7.1 becomes relevant.) It follows either from (7.3) of from (7.5) that the dynamics of L are
A straightforward application of Girsanov's theorem imply that, under Q, the dynamics of X are
where W Q is a standard Brownian motion on (Ω, F, Q) and
A use of (7.2) gives (7.7)
Proposition 7.3. The function G µ has the following properties:
It follows that X is a local submartingale on (Ω, F, Q), and that Q lim inf t→T (X ↑ t − X t ) = 0 = 1. for all (τ, z) ∈ (0, ∞) × R + . By (7.7), we obtain
, for all (τ, z) ∈ (0, ∞) × R + , from which it immediately follows that G µ is a nonnegative function. The fact that X is a local submartingale in (Ω, F, Q) then follows from the dynamics (7.6).
Continuing, fix w ∈ (0, ∞). Using the uniform estimates 1 − 1/x 2 ≤ xΦ(x)/φ(x) ≤ 1, valid for x ∈ (0, ∞) (see, for example, [8, Theorem 1.2.3, page 11]), and the fact that the equality exp (2µz) φ (z/ √ τ + µ √ τ ) = φ (z/ √ τ − µ √ τ ) holds for all (τ, z) ∈ (0, ∞) × R + , we obtain that
Therefore, (7.8) gives lim inf τ ↓0 (inf z≥w (τ G(τ, z))) ≥ w for all w ∈ (0, ∞). According to this fact and the dynamics given in (7.6), on the event lim inf t→T (X ↑ t − X t ) > 0 one would obtain lim t→T X t = ∞ under Q -indeed, the drift term in the dynamics (7.6) would behave like 1/(T −t)
for t close to T , implying that X itself would behave like − log(T − t) for t close to T . However, in that case it is clear that lim t→T (X ↑ t − X t ) = 0 will hold on lim inf t→T (X ↑ t − X t ) > 0 under Q, since X t < ∞ holds for all t ∈ [0, T ). We conclude that Q lim inf t→T (X ↑ t − X t ) = 0 = 1.
Remark 7.5. When µ = 0, the formulas simplify significantly. In this case, F 0 (τ, z) = 2Φ (z/ √ τ ) for (τ, z) ∈ (0, ∞) × R + , the function f 0 : (0, ∞) → R becomes f 0 (τ ) = 1/ √ 2πτ for τ ∈ (0, ∞), and the function G 0 appearing in the dynamics (7.6) is given by
, for (τ, z) ∈ (0, ∞) × R + .
Upon differentiation, both with respect to the spatial and the temporal variable, it can be shown that (0, ∞) × R + ∋ (τ, z) → G 0 (τ, z) is decreasing in τ and increasing in z. This is a very plausible behavior: recalling the dynamics (7.6) under Q, one would expect the drift to increase both when X is moving away from its maximum and when the "time to maturity" τ = T − t is getting shorter.
Remark 7.6. It is conjectured that the function (0, ∞) × (0, ∞) ∋ (τ, z) → G µ (τ, z) is decreasing in τ and increasing in z for all µ ∈ R -this was discussed for the case µ = 0 in Remark 7.5.
However, the calculations towards proving such a statement for all µ ∈ R seem quite tedious.
Remark 7.7. When µ ∈ (−∞, 0), it is straightforward to calculate lim τ →∞ F µ (τ, z) = exp(2µz) = exp(−2|µ|z) and lim τ →∞ G µ (τ, z) = −µ = |µ| for all z ∈ R + , as well as lim τ →∞ f µ (τ, z) = −2µ = 2|µ|. Formally plugging these long-run limits in (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6), the set-up and results of Example 5.3 are recovered. (To avoid confusion, it is worthwhile to note that µ ∈ (0, ∞) of Example 5.3 corresponds to −µ = |µ| in the setting of Subsection 7.2.) 7.3. Last-passage times. Fix x ∈ R and define ρ := sup {t ∈ [0, T ) | X t = x}, where one sets ρ = 0 if the previous set is empty. Recalling the definition of the function F µ from (7.1), it is straightforward to compute (7.9)
Z t = P[ρ > t | F t ] = F µ (T − t, x − X t ) I {Xt≤x} + F −µ (T − t, X t − x) I {Xt>x} , for t ∈ [0, T ).
In particular, Z 0 = P[ρ > 0] = 1 − F sign(x)µ (T, |x|). Define also the function h µ : (0, ∞) → R + via h µ (τ ) := − 1 2
Upon differentiation, one checks that the function h µ is decreasing in τ ∈ (0, ∞).
By a straightforward generalization of the Itô-Tanaka formula, one can write Z = N − A, where N is a local martingale (with necessarily continuous paths) and A = · 0 h µ (T − t)dΛ X t (x). Recalling that P[ρ > 0] = 1 − F sign(x)µ (T, |x|), it follows from (1.1) that (7.10)
Since L = Z/(1 − K), (7.9) and (7.10) give a closed-form expression for L.
Lemma 7.8. For all t ∈ [0, T ), it holds that E P [L t ] = 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, it will be shown that E P [L * t ] < ∞ holds for all t ∈ [0, T ). Since L ≤ 1/(1 − K) and h µ is decreasing, it follows that L * t ≤ exp h µ (T − t)Λ X t (x) holds for all t ∈ [0, T ). Therefore, E P [L * t ] < ∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ) will follow if it is established that E P exp(aΛ X t (x)) < ∞ holds for all a ∈ R and t ∈ R + . As was the case in the proof of Lemma 7.2, one may assume that µ = 0 in view of Girsanov's theorem and Hölder's inequality. Then, the properties of standard Brownian motion imply that, for µ = 0, the law of Λ X t (x) under P is stochastically dominated in the first order by the law of Λ X t (0) under P. Furthermore, Lévy's equivalence theorem on Brownian local time and maximum of Brownian motion [19, Theorem 3.6.17] implies that the law of Λ X t (0) under P is the same as the law of X ↑ t under P; the latter is also the same as the law of |X t | under P, for which all exponential moments are finite.
By Lemma 7.8 and the extension theorem of Daniell-Kolmogorov [19, §2.2A] there exists a probability Q on (Ω, F) such that L t is the density of Q with respect to P on F t for all t ∈ [0, T ).
(Once again, Remark 7.1 becomes relevant at this point.) Since L = Z/(1 − K), using (7.9) and (7.10) we obtain the dynamics of L as dL t L t = − (∂F µ /∂z) (T − t, x − X t ) F µ (T − t, x − X t ) I {Xt≤x} + (∂F −µ /∂z) (T − t, X t − x) F −µ (T − t, X t − x) I {Xt>x} d (X t − µt) , for t ∈ [0, T ). Then, a straightforward application of Girsanov's theorem and (7.2) imply that, under Q, the dynamics of X are given by dX t = G µ (T − t, x − X t ) I {Xt≤x} − G −µ (T − t, X t − x) I {Xt>x} dt + dW
where W Q is a standard Brownian motion on (Ω, F, Q) and the function G µ is defined in (7.7).
Remark 7.9. As was the case in Subsection 7.2, when the Brownian motion has zero drift the formulas simplify. In particular, when µ = 0,
and, under Q, the dynamics of X are given by
